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Reading & WRiting
The Snake Game

 This board game is a fun alternative to alphabet flashcards and phonic 
chart activities. The different levels provide practice in saying letter names, 
phonic sounds and eventually words.

Rules

 1. The class is divided into two or three teams.

 2. Team members take turns rolling a single die.

 3. Opposing teams ask, “How many?”

 4. All team members must quickly say the number on the die. (This is the 
number of spaces forward they may move—provided they can meet the fol-
lowing challenges.)

 5. Each team member must clearly say “Entrance” before going to the first 
letter; and “Exit” before exiting ... and winning the game.

 6. Each letter must be said as the chip is moved down the snake. Optionally, 
every student may be required to repeat each correct response after one 
team says it.

 7. The chip is moved forward as far as correctness allows, to a maximum 
of the number shown on the rolled die. (Errors don’t put them back to the 
starting point.)

 8. Instructions on squares are observed only when landed on; not when pass-
ing through.

 9. Free forward moves are not taken if landing on such a square is the result 
of an error. All other instructions (i.e. speaking challenges and penalties) 
are to be followed even if it is an ‘error landing’.

 10. No hesitation is allowed in deciding whose turn it is to roll die, calling of 
letters/sounds, etc. Speed is required at all times.

 11. No speaking Japanese.

 12. No noise.

 13. No nuthin!

 14. Any infraction of the above rules by any participant results in one loss of 
turn for his or her team. (And this, you may realize, is the rule which makes 
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all the other rules work ... to perfection!)

Levels: (Easy to Difficult)

 1. All members of a team say each letter in unison.

 2. All members of a team say each letter and one sound in unison.

 3. Team members take turns (no help!) saying one letter and one sound each. 
 • Or they can alternate, with one give the letter and the next, the sound of 

that letter.

 4. Optional – All team members say letters and sounds in unison, including 
alternate sounds of vowels and ‘s’, ‘c’ and ‘g’ (‘sun’ v. ‘nose’; ‘cake’ v. ‘city’; 
‘girl’ v. ‘giant’).

 5. Team members take turns doing above.

 6. Optional – All team members say letter, ‘all’ sounds and one word for each 
letter.

 • Two words for letter squares requiring a word.
 • Must think of words quickly.

 7. Optional – Team members take turns doing the above.

 (Step #5 may be considered the top of the ladder (or ‘the last rattle’?). 
Steps #6 and #7 are simply challenging variations for older kids who may want 
to try them.)


